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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sie mÃ¼ssen die Anforderungen an die GerÃ¤teverwaltung fÃ¼r die
Entwickler erfÃ¼llen.
Was sollten Sie implementieren?
A. Enterprise State Roaming
B. Ordnerumleitung
C. Home-Ordner
D. bekannte Ordnerumleitung in Microsoft OneDrive
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Litware identifies the following device management
requirements:
* Ensure that Microsoft Edge Favorites are accessible from all
computers to which the developers sign in.
Enterprise State Roaming allows for the synchronization of
Microsoft Edge browser setting, including favorites and reading
list, across devices.

Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/devices
/enterprise-state-roaming-windows-settings-refer

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator is implementing a multicast solution in a
multi-VLAN network Which statement is true about
theconfiguration of the switches in the network?
A. IGMP must be enabled on all routed interfaces where
multicast traffic will traverse
B. IGMP snooping must be enabled on all interfaces on a switch
to intelligently forward traffic
C. IGMP requires join and leave messages to graft and prune
multicast streams between switches
D. IGMP must be enabled on alt interfaces where multicast
sources and receivers are connected
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are using flat files as the data source for one of your
data warehousing applications. You plan to move the data from
the flat file structures to an Oracle database to optimize the
application performance. In your database you have clustered
tables. While migrating the data, you want to have minimal
impact on the database performance and optimize the data load
operation. Which method would you use to load data into Oracle
database?
A. use the conventional path data load of SQL*Loader utility
B. use the direct path data load of Oracle export and import
utility
C. use the external table population
D. use the Oracle Data Pump export and import utility
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is process for settling maintenance orders?
A. B/c you implement your application using already implemented
processes integrates across the whole
cloud solution
B. final step you verify the actual values on the maintenance
orders through reporting
C. First you settle the maintenance orders to the responsible
cost centers or other relevant cost objects
D. then you check and close the orders that are completed
Answer: B,C,D
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